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MACROECONOMIC MOVES AND
MORTGAGE MARKET ANALYSIS
Job Gains Fall Short (Week ending April 3, 2015)
The economic data released this week again fell below the
consensus forecasts. Since slower economic growth
reduces expectations for future inflation, this was good
news for mortgage rates. As a result, mortgage rates
ended the week lower, falling to the best levels since early
February.
Over the past year, the economy
has added an average of 266K
jobs per month. Against a
consensus forecast of 250K, the
economy added just 126K jobs
in March, the lowest reading

● COMMERCIAL LOANS
(more than 4 units)
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● FOREIGN NATIONALS
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since December 2013. In addition, downward revisions to prior months subtracted 69K jobs.
A number of factors likely converged to cause the shortfall. Lower oil prices hurt the energy
sector, the stronger dollar affected the manufacturing sector, and bad weather had a
negative influence, particularly in the retail and construction sectors.
The March Employment data followed a series of big misses in other major reports over the
past couple of weeks. Retail Sales, Durable Orders, and ISM Manufacturing all suggested a slower pace of
improvement for the economy during the first quarter. There is little doubt that bad weather was a major
factor, however. The big question is how much economic activity will bounce back later in the year.
One bright spot in this week's data was found in the housing sector. February’s Pending Home Sales rose 3%
from January, to the highest level since June 2013. They were 12% higher than one year ago. Pending Home
Sales are a leading indicator of future housing market activity.

Job Openings Increase (Week ending April 10, 2015)
While last week’s disappointing Nonfarm Payrolls report caused investors to worry that the labor market is slowing, there was a growing conviction this week that the shortfall in job gains
in March was due to temporary factors such as bad weather.
The labor market data released this week reinforced this view. Tuesday's JOLTS report revealed a 3% increase in job openings. The number of job openings at the beginning of March
was 5.1 million, the highest level since 2001. This represents about 3.5% of total jobs in the US.
In Thursday's release, the weekly reading for first-time Jobless Claims remained well below
the 300K level, and the total number of people collecting unemployment benefits dropped to
the lowest level since 2000.
The Minutes from the March 18 Fed meeting contained no major surprises, although they revealed that
"several" Fed officials supported a federal funds rate hike in June. Since the meeting, however, the economic
data has been weaker than expected. As a result, the Fed's Dudley stated this week that it is "reasonable" to
think that the Fed is less likely now to support a June rate hike. The Minutes also outlined some conditions
that would make Fed officials more comfortable raising the federal funds rate. The list includes further gains in
the labor market, the stabilization of energy prices, and the "leveling out" of the value of the dollar

Retail Sales Below Expectations (Week ending April 17, 2015)
After three months of declines, retail sales rebounded in March, but by less than expected.
Retail Sales ex-Auto, a measure which excludes the effects of swings in volatile auto sales,
rose 0.4% in March. The consensus was for a much larger increase of 0.7%. With pent up
demand from bad weather, low gas prices, and solid job gains, it was surprising that
consumer spending was not stronger.
With so much uncertainty about the timing of the first federal funds rate hike, comments from Fed officials are
having a significant impact on mortgage rates. Thursday was a prime example: Fed Vice-Chairman Fischer's
speech caused mortgage rates to climb early in the session. Later in the day, however, after three more Fed
officials were finished speaking, mortgage rates had recovered their losses. This volatility is likely to continue
in the weeks and months ahead.
The housing data released this week was mixed. Fortunately the more current data was encouraging, while the
older data, impacted by bad weather, was disappointing. The National Association of Home Builders (NAHB)
confidence index for April rose nicely from March, indicating home builders see the market continuing to
improve. The Commerce Department's report on housing starts and building permits in March fell far short of
expectations.

Existing Home Sales Increase (Week ending April 24, 2015)
The housing data released this week was, again, mixed, but it was mostly positive.
March’s Existing Home Sales, which account for roughly 90% of the residential
housing market, increased 6% from February to the highest level in eighteen months.
The inventory of homes for sale rose 5% from February, but the current 4.6-month supply is still far below
normal. A 6-month supply is considered to be a healthy balance between buyers and sellers. This low level of
homes for sale has helped push prices higher and has held back an even faster pace of sales activity in

contrast to the strong figures for existing home sales, March New Home Sales (seasonally adjusted) showed a
decline of 11% from the seven-year high seen in February. This figure should be kept in perspective, first, this
data is extremely volatile month to month. Second, new home sales still were 19% higher than a year ago.
Finally, looking at the data before it is seasonally adjusted shows that the actual number of new home sales in
March tied with February as the most units sold in any month going back to 2008.

WHAT YOUR FICO SCORE IS AND IS NOT
This month’s topic isn’t one that I have tackled for a while, but it is nevertheless a very important part of the
loan process—one’s credit score. Being a mortgage broker, I have seen literally thousands of credit reports.
As a result, I have found that few people have an understanding of what the scores mean and a number of
misunderstandings about credit reports. First, let’s tackle their use and variations, then a few of the
misunderstandings and lastly what to do if you find a mistake.
Whether you’re buying a home, a car or applying for a credit card–lenders want to know the risk they’re taking
by lending you money. Consequently, one’s credit report plays a major role in Americans’ financial, housing
and employment opportunities. Your credit report compares the data in your credit
report with that of thousands of other customers compiled by the three national credit
reporting bureaus: Experian, Equifax, and TransUnion. An individual’s credit report is
then converted into a numerical value or credit score. Named after the firm that
developed this credit scoring model in the 1950s, the Fair Isaac COrporation, the scoring
algorithm came to be known as the FICO score.
A common misconception is that there is one single credit score. In actuality,
for the purposes of mortgage financing, there are three scores—one from each
of the national credit reporting bureaus. Your credit scores are based on the
information in your credit report at the time it is requested. Though all three
credit report bureaus use essentially the same formula to calculate their scores,
your scores will likely vary from bureau to bureau because some creditors
report your credit history to only one or two of the three bureaus.
Now that you know what a FICO score is, let’s investigate some of the most common misunderstandings.
MYTH #1. Most people believe that one’s FICO score is an indication of one’s credit worthiness. THIS IS NOT
SO. In actual fact a FICO score is an algorithmic formula devised by the FAIR ISAAC COMPANY to predict
future payment risk. But isn’t that more or less the same thing? No, a FICO score is very event specific. ITS
TRUE PURPOSE IS TO PREDICT THE LIKELIHOOD THAT A BORROWER WILL HAVE A 90-DAY LATE
PAYMENT WITHIN THE NEXT 24 MONTHS ON ANY CREDIT ACCOUNT. And, it is for this very reason that in
trying to raise one’s score is not as intuitive as one might surmise.
MYTH #2. Closing your consumer credit accounts will raise your FICO score. AGAIN,THIS IS
FALSE. DOING SO, MAY ACTUALLY LOWER IT. The reason for this is because approximately
35% of your credit score is based on your payment history and by closing your consumer
credit accounts you are effectively erasing that beneficial payment history. Again, this
misunderstanding stems from conflating credit worthiness with the FICO score’s primary
purpose.
MYTH #3. Some late payments are worse than others. This is yet another common misconception. Some
consumers think a mortgage late is worse than a credit card late. Even loan officers and realtors often get this
wrong because mortgage lenders view mortgage “lates” as verboten. NO, A LATE PAYMENT IS A LATE
PAYMENT. PERIOD. The FICO model doesn't weight a mortgage “late” any differently than it does any other
late consumer credit payment. Ed. note: The reason that mortgage “lates” are regarded as worse than
consumer lates is because one or more mortgage “lates” in the previous 12 months can render a borrower
ineligible for various mortgage lending programs.
MYTH #4. Among other common myths are that your age, gender or career has a bearing on your credit
score; THEY DON’T. Yet nearly 60% of those who responded to a recent survey believe that employment
history is a factor in bumping up a credit score. Another 39% of 1006 people asked by Visa Inc. thought that
age played a role, while more than one fifth of people surveyed believed that the ability to speak English and
national origin were factors.

Loan applications which do ask personal background questions about date of birth and gender are invariably
linked to credit reports in consumers’ minds because they are often used in conjunction by lenders to make a
decision. But such things are entirely separate from the information used to build a credit score, which
instead relies on transactional information about how a borrower has managed his or her bills and credit lines.

THE THREE BUREAUS AND DIFFERENT SCORING MODELS
As stated above, though all three agencies use the same formula to calculate credit
scores, there are still discrepancies among the resulting scores due to different data
the three agencies have on the credit reports. Adding consumers’ confusion is the
fact that there are different scoring models for different industries. Different industries
have different scoring models including popular ones such as FICO, PLUS Score and
VantageScore.
Base FICO® scores and industry-specific FICO® Scores range from 250-900. The range of the scoring model
used for mortgages ranges from 300-850, while auto dealers FICO scores range from 300 to 900. In all cases,
higher is better. Of the three scores, credit providers go with, not the high score or the low score, but with the
middle score. Consequently, it is advisable to get reports from all three credit bureaus. They can be obtained
free, once a year, at AnnualCreditReport.com.

ABOUT PLUS Score
The PLUS Score, with scores ranging from 330 to 830, is an educational credit
scoring model developed by Experian to help consumers understand how lenders
view your credit worthiness. It is not used by lenders, but it is indicative of your
overall credit risk. Higher scores represent a greater likelihood that you’ll pay back
your debts so you are viewed as being a lower credit risk to lenders.

ABOUT FICO Score & VantageScore
Fair Isaac Company was not involved with the creation of VantageScore's new
formula. VantageScore is the name of a credit rating product that was created by the
three major credit bureaus (Equifax, Experian, and TransUnion). The product was
unveiled by the three bureaus on March 14, 2006. The VantageScore is an attempt to
compete with the FICO score produced by Fair Isaac Company.
Your FICO score or VantageScore is calculated from five categories of data: payment history, amount you
owe, length of credit history, new credit opened and type of credit you have. The major difference between a
FICO score and a VantageScore is in the weight given to these five categories as it relates to the creator’s
respective credit scoring algorithm. For example, Fair Isaac Company gives a weighting of 35% in
determining one’s FICO score whereas the same category attributes only 28% to one’s VantageScore.
As the information in your credit report changes, your credit score may also change. According to the folks at
Fair Isaac, 83% of the population experiences changes to their FICO score by up to 20 points, month to month.
What your credit Score means to lenders
579 or less

Indication of a very risky borrower

580-669

Some lenders will approve borrowers with this score

670 – 739

Scores in this average range are considered good

740 – 799

Indication of a very dependable borrower

800+

Indication of an exceptional borrower

INACCURACIES
When companies are found to have violated the law and harmed consumers, they
typically pay a penalty to regulators and agree to reform their practices. Whether
or not they actually follow through on those vows, however, is another matter
entirely. The consumer credit reporting industry is a case in point. These
companies collect and distribute information about consumers’ credit history to
lenders, employers and others with an interest in these matters. The reports can
make or break a consumer’s mortgage application, car lease or, in the case of
military personnel, a security clearance.
But inaccuracies often show up in consumers’ credit reports, and these errors have real consequences, like
increasing borrowing costs or barring people from financing a home or renting an apartment. And once an
error is found, getting it fixed can take months of exasperating work.
Because of these problems, credit-reporting bureaus have been sued repeatedly by regulators and consumers
and have paid millions in fines and settlements. And yet the inaccuracies continue, consumers and their
lawyers say, making them wonder if these companies view the penalties they pay as simply a cost of doing
business.
A 73-year old woman in Mississippi said she spent two years trying in vain to correct information on her
Experian credit report. A second mortgage that had been discharged when she filed for bankruptcy in 2007
popped up as an unpaid debt of around $40,000 in 2011. Even though she repeatedly supplied proof of the
discharge to Experian, they refused to fix the error.
They maintained that there “was nothing they could do because their records were correct.”
Only after she called the Mississippi attorney general’s office did Experian correct her report.
The three largest credit reporting companies — Equifax, Experian, and TransUnion—issue
more than three billion consumer reports a year and maintain files on more than 200 million
Americans. Under the Fair Credit Reporting Act, these agencies are supposed to have
procedures assuring “maximum possible accuracy” of consumers’ information. The law
allows consumers to check the reports for errors and requires credit bureaus to investigate
consumers’ error claims. The agencies are also supposed to deliver to creditors all
information relating to those errors so they can be corrected.
That’s what the act says, anyway. But in a lawsuit filed against Experian, Jim Hood, the
Mississippi attorney general, said the reality was quite different.
“Experian has, over more than two decades, engaged in an unyielding pattern and practice
of violating state and federal law,” the complaint said. The company has paid tens of
millions of dollars in judgments and settlements to consumers across the country, the
complaint added, but it has “refused to take the steps necessary to conform its conduct to
the law.”
Officials in Mr. Hood’s office spent more than a year interviewing former employees and
reviewing complaints about Experian from state residents. Investigators found that the company routinely
mixed up reports of consumers who have the same name, allowed erroneous information to be included on
credit reports and would not correct the errors that consumers had identified. The company also failed to
investigate disputed data as required, the complaint said, and accepted creditors’ findings about the disputed
information even if it was contradicted by canceled checks or other proof.
The results of these practices were dire for many consumers, the suit said. Some were denied credit or forced
to pay higher rates for loans they did receive; others lost job opportunities.
A spokeswoman for Experian said the company rejected the allegations in the Mississippi lawsuit. “This
lawsuit is clearly designed to be sensational,” the spokeswoman said in a statement. “To say we ‘knowingly’—
as the A.G. claims—put errors on reports is false. Contrary to the allegations, credit reports are used millions
of times every day to accurately and quickly assess risk in lending and speed the process of making credit
readily available to consumers.” She added that Experian believes its database is 98 percent accurate, and
that it invests heavily to help improve the number.

That may be, but there is no doubt that erroneous information on credit reports remains an enormous
problem. Last year, the Federal Trade Commission found that 5 percent of consumers —or an estimated 10
million people—had an error on one of their credit reports that could have resulted in higher borrowing costs.
The F.T.C., which oversees the industry along with the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau, has been busy bringing cases in this arena. Since 2000, it has filed 18
enforcement actions against reporting bureaus; 13 were district court actions that
generated $25.7 million in penalties.
Consumers have also won in the courts, on occasion. Last year, an Oregon
consumer was awarded $18.4 million in punitive damages by a jury after she
sued Equifax for inserting errors into her credit report. But the fines,
settlements and judgments paid by the larger companies are not even close
to a rounding error. Experian generated $4.8 billion in revenue for the year
ended March 2014, and its after-tax profit of $747 million in the period was
more than twice its 2013 figure.
Examine these companies’ business models and it’s easy to see why they
are resistant to change. For starters, consumers are not the primary source of revenue for the reporting
bureaus —credit providers are. They pay for the information every time a consumer applies for a loan, lease or
mortgage. Because consumers are not their true customers, the bureaus have little incentive to treat them
well.
The Mississippi complaint says former Experian employees told investigators they were pressured to meet
“production” quotas and given no more than five minutes to handle each consumer call. These employees
also described internal competitions for speedy call-handling, bonuses for meeting quotas and probation for
those with low production numbers.
Another barrier to better treatment: Consumers are captive to the Big Three credit bureaus, whose reports are
ubiquitous. This means consumers cannot hold the rating bureaus accountable by choosing to do business
with other companies.
The problems with this business model are identical to those of mortgage loan servicers, an industry that ran
roughshod over borrowers for years and where companies have paid billions in regulatory penalties.
Thirty-three other state attorneys general are investigating the three major credit bureaus. And both the F.T.C.
and the consumer protection bureau have rating companies on their radar screens. Rightly so. Companies
that are recidivists can be liable for civil penalties of $16,000 a violation per day, according to the F.T.C.
But as long as the companies can shrug off such penalties and keep consumers in their grip, not much about
the business is likely to change. As a result, regulators and other overseers will have to raise their game.
ln 1999, Judy Ann Thomas of Elyria, Ohio, applied for a loan. But the bank mixed up her record with the file of
a Utah woman named Judith Kendall—their Social Security numbers have seven digits in common. Because
Ms. Kendall had a poor credit score, Ms. Thomas didn’t get the loan. In the years since, as Ms. Thomas
testified before Congress in May, she has repeatedly asked credit bureaus to correct her records, only to have
her files re-contaminated. In 2010, when she applied for a job, the prospective employer questioned Ms.
Thomas's honesty after receiving Ms. Kendall's records in response to a background check.
Ms. Thomas's situation is not unique. Earlier this year the Federal Trade Commission completed a multiyear
study of credit-report errors and found that nearly 20 percent of consumers had errors in at least one of their
credit files, and that 13 percent saw an improvement in their scores when the errors were corrected.
Confused files, like Ms. Thomas's, are also common. A 2012 study by The
Columbus Dispatch analyzed 30,000 complaints to the F.T.C. Of those,
1,500 people reported that their files included someone else's information.
Nearly a third said the credit agencies did not correct the errors, despite
being asked to do so.
Most egregious, almost 200 people said their reports showed them as
deceased. At least one consumer, upon complaining to a credit bureau,

was told that it had investigated and verified the report of his death.
While federal law requires credit bureaus to conduct a reasonable investigation
of consumer complaints, the marketplace can penalize credit bureaus that
investigate too aggressively. Credit bureaus are heavily dependent on lenders for
both revenue and the information the bureaus package and sell; if a credit bureau
presses a lender too hard, the lender could patronize a different bureau and
withhold data about its customers.
In contrast, consumers have little power over credit-reporting agencies. Consumers cannot, for example,
block credit bureaus from obtaining information about their transactions. Consequently, credit bureaus have
every reason to favor lenders' interests when investigating complaints.
For their part, lenders may benefit when credit bureaus report consumer defaults, even incorrectly, because
such reports put pressure on consumers who wish to maintain good credit ratings to pay even disputed
claims.
To be sure, credit bureaus sell credit-monitoring services to consumers, but those services create odd
conflicts for the bureaus. If credit reports were to become completely accurate, consumers wouldn't need
credit monitoring, and the bureaus would lose revenue.
This is not to suggest that a bureau or lender would deliberately report errors. But
when credit bureaus decide between investing in improving the accuracy of their
reports to help consumers, or in profit-making credit-monitoring services, the
choice is obvious.
Meanwhile, "reasonable investigations" by the bureaus are almost meaninglessly
brief, with almost no communication with the lender. Similarly, the lender may
arrive at its determination by comparing the disputed item with the same records
that gave rise to the dispute in the first place.
Only now, decades after Congress established the
reasonable-investigation requirement are credit bureaus
experimenting with sending lenders the actual consumer
complaints. In theory, the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau could do more to make the investigations more
Aggressive—but unfortunately, the bureau, still in its infancy
and embroiled in disputes over whether its director was
properly appointed, hasn’t done so.
In short, it's up to Congress to act. It could, for one thing, improve accuracy by imposing liability on lenders
for failing to conduct investigations when consumers complain to them. As it stands, consumers cannot sue
lenders for failing to investigate without first complaining to a credit bureau, something consumers may not
know to do. lf consumers had greater rights against lenders, no doubt lenders would be more cautious about
the accuracy of their records.
Moreover, the C.F.P.B. and the F.T.C should insist that the bureaus be more careful in matching files to
consumers, by, for example, requiring that all nine Social Security digits match, instead of just the seven that
Judy Ann Thomas and Judith Kendall shared.
Congress could also require greater accuracy from credit bureaus and lenders, and it could give consumers
the power to seek injunctions against bureaus to stop them from using inaccurate files.
The market failed Ms. Thomas, and existing laws have not solved the problem.

CORRECTING CREDIT REPORTS
Should you find an error on your credit report; a borrower may fill out a credit dispute form and file them with
the credit bureau for investigation. The three repositories are:
∙ Equifax

18006851111

www.equifax.com

∙ Experian (TRW)

18883973742

www.experian.com

∙ TransUnion Corp. 18009168800

www.tuc.com

The bureaus expedite deletions and disputes differently. These policies are subject to change but, for now
they are as follows:
Experian will not accept deletions by fax but does accept disputes online.
Equifax will accept both deletions by fax and disputes online.
TransUnion will accept deletions by fax but not disputes online.

·

You can start an immediate investigation by phone or online
of any credit items you want to dispute.
Start an internal investigation with your creditor.
Fax any proof of credit item deletions from your creditors as well as payoff letters to the credit
bureau. Although they usually take a week to change your report, if you talk nicely to the powers
that be, the change can be effected quickly: sometimes in a day.

U.S. ECONOMY COOLS IN THE FIRST QUARTER
Once again, old man Winter has played hell with the economy.
The U.S. gross domestic product, the broadest measure of
economic growth, only rose 0.2% in the first quarter, well below
expectations that growth would be 1%.
It's better than a year ago when the
"Polar Vortex" turned the GDP
negative, but it's still not welcome
news. The cold winter weather, the strong U.S. dollar and West
Coast port strike contributed to the weak economic growth this
year. As I pointed out a year ago in my two newsletters on
climate change, extreme weather has become the “new
normal”.
The sluggish growth raised two warning signs.
Business spending fell off a cliff. Investments in
structures—new office buildings or renovations—fell
23% in the first quarter, the biggest decline in any
category of GDP. The port strike and strong dollar really
hurt U.S. businesses abroad too. Exports declined over
7%. Although the strong dollar is great for American
travelers, it makes U.S. products, like cars, more
expensive abroad and less attractive to foreign buyers.

But above all, it was just really cold. Some parts of the U.S. received record amounts of snow. That weather
canceled flights, closed schools and shuttered businesses for several days.

The silver lining is that 2015 could be a repeat of last year: Weak growth in the first few months followed by a
robust comeback for the rest of the year. There was one solid sign in first quarter GDP: consumer spending
rose more than expected, but was much weaker than the previous three quarters.
Still, it doesn't appear that consumers are spending their savings from low gas prices at the pump. That was
expected to give the economy some momentum coming in to the new year, economists say. Four months
later, there's little evidence that Americans are spending that extra cash.
The meager first quarter economic growth concludes a string of bad news in
the past few weeks. American consumers make up the majority of economic
activity, and it's clear that they haven't spent much in 2015. Retail sales rose
a meager 0.9% in March and were negative in February. Construction on new
homes, another key indicator of consumer spending, was down in March
from a year ago. And March's jobs report was, by any
measure, a major disappointment. The economy only
added 126,000 jobs in March, driving concerns that hiring
could be slowing down.
But perhaps the biggest impact of America's weak first
quarter GDP is the Federal Reserve's much anticipated
rate hike, which will affect millions of people and markets
across the globe. It now appears almost certain that the
Fed won't act on rates until September or later.

U.S. ECONOMY ONLY ADDS 126,000 JOBS IN MARCH
March was tough for the U.S. economy. The U.S. only added 126,000 jobs in March, the lowest since
December 2013. The unemployment rate remained the same at 5.5%. Perhaps the biggest disappointment is
that wage growth stayed sluggish. Average hourly earnings went up only 2.1% over last year. The goal is to
see 3.5% -- or better -- wage growth. To put that another way, Americans made $24.34 an hour a year ago. That
only bumped up to $24.86 an hour now. Lackluster wage growth is a major reason why many Americans still
aren't feeling the economic recovery -- and why they aren't spending much lately.
The March jobs report is disappointing and raises questions about whether the U.S. economy is slowing.
After gaining momentum in 2014, U.S. economic growth has sputtered in 2015. The Federal Reserve Bank of
Atlanta forecasts the economy grew 0% in the first quarter compared to a year ago. That's right—nothing.

Consumer spending has been close to zero too. The most recent retail
sales were negative, and the number of new homes getting built missed
expectations. Slow wage growth helps explain why spending is so
sluggish.
There's also widespread concern that the strong U.S. dollar is hurting
American companies that sell their products overseas. That could limit
profits, and when profits shrink, companies pump the brakes on hiring and
spending. America's dollar dilemma could make a big impact on whether
the economy regains its momentum in the spring.
What's next: Everyone from Main Street to the White House to the Federal Reserve will be watching to see if
March was just a winter blip or if it's a turning point. Remember what happened last year: economic growth
was negative in the first quarter of 2014 before the economy gained steam and finished the year strong.
The Federal Reserve is thinking about when to raise interest rates for the first time in about a decade. Interest
rates have been near zero—a historic low—since the financial crisis. Many credit the low rates for spurring a
surge in the stock market and helping jumpstart the economy. This latest report may make the Fed more
hesitant to raise interest rates in June.

Where the jobs are: Despite March's weak report, experts believe the economy will regain momentum in the
spring and summer. The bright spots in hiring continue to be health care, business services and the retail
sector. Those three industries led the way. Health care alone has added over 360,000 jobs in the past year.
On the other hand, cheap gas is starting to take its toll. The energy sector shed 11,000 jobs in March. The
industry has lost 30,000 jobs so far in 2015 as oil prices have fallen dramatically from over $100 in the summer
to under $50 this year. Still, some economists are optimistic that 2015 will be repeat of last year: a slow winter
followed by a pick up in the spring.

8 OF THE 10 HOTTEST HOUSING
MARKETS ARE IN CALIFORNIA
For home buyers in northern California, speed is the name of the game.
Of the top 10 fastest-moving housing markets, 8 are located in
California, with San Francisco, San Jose and Oakland taking the top
three spots, according to a report from Trulia. At least 70% of homes in
these three areas sold in two months or less.

The Reason: California has seen very strong job growth, especially in coastal markets and the lack of supply
in these markets also plays a factor.
San Francisco, which had a median asking price of $1,099,000 in April, topped the list and has particularly low
new construction levels, thanks to its topography and building regulations. The process of adding new supply
is more difficult here, for natural and legal reasons. Homes in San Francisco are selling fast: 26% are still for
sale after 60 days.
Farther south in the Golden State, homes in San Diego are also
selling at a rapid pace with 33% of homes listed in February still
available 60 days later, down from 44% the year prior.
The report tracked home sales listed on Trulia in the 100 biggest
metro areas in the U.S. on Feb. 5. In addition to the 8 cities in
California, Seattle and Salt Lake City, Utah, also made the top 10 list.

MORTGAGE
MIRTH

RATE SUMMARY
In the past 30 days mortgage rates improved slightly.
*Conforming programs—an 1/8th better ↓
*Jumbos—a 1/8th better ↓
*Governments—mixed—Conforming FHA/VA down an 1/8th↓

Money can't buy happiness,
but it sure makes misery
easier to live with.

*Conforming High Balance up an 1/8th ↑
FOR CURRENT INTEREST RATES FOR THE 16 MOST POPULAR
PROGRAMS GO TO: www.mortgagestraighttalk.com Then, click
on the menu tab labeled “RATES”. The rate sheets are updated
every Friday.

MORT Y’S MAILBAG
There were no letters in the mailbag, this month.
Recipients of the newsletter are invited to Ask Morty any real estate or financing
questions. The answer to the question will be answered either by phone or
email and posted in the next issue for the benefit of all. Questions may be
forwarded via mail phone or fax. Due to the high incidence of spam, if you email
me a question it needs to be identified as a “real estate question” on the subject
line of the email. (See front of issue for phone and fax numbers). Morty’s email
address is morty@mortgagestraightTalk.com

